WE PUT BUSINESSES ONLINE.
"For more ways than I can
explain, Tilted is the best
ISP I have used in the last
five years."

Tilted Planet, Ltd offers clients a cost effective Internet presence,
the best content delivery technology, and the best customer
service in the industry. We provide our clients with the necessary
web hosting and development services for business growth.

"I will only use Tilted from
now on."

KNOWLEDGE TO HELP YOUR BUSINESS SUCCEED

"... streaming audio from
your facility is always silky
smooth."
"I'm really fortunate to be
building this business and
know that much of its
success comes from the
quality of support and
services folks like you offer."
"You guys have been great!
Keep doing what you are
doing."
"... your reliability is
completely amazing."
"We are all extremely and
totally satisfied."

Founded in 1998, Tilted Planet has grown into a hosting service
provider that serves clients worldwide. We have the expertise
needed to help you create and maintain a web site that is
customized to your needs. Tilted Planet provides a wide
spectrum of plans and options that enable us to work with you
through all stages of your online growth.

RELIABLE TECHNOLOGY
Tilted Planet provides the high performance infrastructure
necessary to maintain your servers 24 x 7. Our downtown
Chicago data center is designed with multiple sources of
Internet connectivity, power, environmental controls, and
security. We monitor and maintain our network and server
architectures 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

PEOPLE THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Tilted Planet is a web hosting company that understands that
quality people in every job position are very critical to the
success of all businesses. Our professional staff is dedicated to
ensure that you receive the highest level of support available in
the industry. Should a situation arise in the middle of the night,
our staff answers the phone – there is no useless answering
service or voicemail to deal with. What you get is instant
support, exactly when you need it.

CLIENTS THAT KNOW THE DIFFERENCE
Dedicated Servers, Colocation
Fully Managed Hosting
Firewall & Security
T1-T3 Internet Access
Database Administration
Web Site & Back-End Development

Our clients range from individuals and small offices to
international companies. Our current and value-added resellers'
clients include Hyperquest, I-Street Magazine, New York Jets,
Baltimore Ravens, Andersen, Seagram's Crown Royal, East
Coast Hockey League, Jewish National Fund, Accenture,
DineSite, The Cresta Group, Charles David, and many more.
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